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Fedspeak Update: The Reflection Beginsi 

Communication from Fed officials last week featured a robust discussion about inflation dynamics and previewed 
the formal reevaluation of the Fed’s monetary policy framework taking place this year. At the Chicago Booth 
Monetary Policy Forum, San Francisco Fed President Daly and New York Fed President Williams advocated being 
more vigilant about inflation dynamics and expressed concern that inflation expectations may have gotten stuck too 
low. This is a shift in view for both relative to more sanguine views on inflation in recent years and suggests they 
may be supportive of strategies that would allow the Fed to make up for persistent misses to the inflation target 
such as price level targeting or approaches that target longer term averages of inflation.  
 
Williams noted that one of the bigger challenges to such approaches is the feasibility of achieving higher inflation 
outcomes. In addition, Vice Chair Clarida emphasized that the review of policy would be wide ranging and include 
“communication about the coordination of policy tools or the interplay between monetary policy and financial 
stability.” In addition to feasibility, another challenge to price level targeting strategies lies in their integration with 
financial stability. The February Monetary Policy Report released last week shows the policy prescription from a price 
level targeting rule which indicates the Fed should not have started raising rates until the beginning of 2018. Clarida 
noted that price level targeting suffers from time inconsistency: “when the time comes to push inflation above 2 
percent, conditions at that time will not warrant doing so.” Would a commitment to higher inflation be seen as 
credible in the face of roaring markets and a rapidly dropping unemployment rate? Is that even optimal policy? Firm 
answers to such questions will be sought in 2019 but may prove elusive.  
 
In his Semiannual monetary policy testimony this week, we expect a repeat performance of Chair Powell’s January 
press conference, with little additional impact on markets. Policy will be described as highly data dependent, with 
no bias given as to the direction of the next move on interest rates. The FOMC’s recent decision to keep a larger 
balance sheet and the current operating framework of plentiful reserves could receive some attention in the House. 
We don’t expect Powell to reveal his own leanings or positions on the broad review of the policy framework.  

 
Monetary Policy Forum Paper on “Prospects for Inflation in a High Pressure Economy: Is the Phillips Curve Dead or is It 

Just Hibernating?” and discussion by San Francisco Fed President Mary Daly and New York Fed President John 

Williams, 2/22 

The paper presented at the annual conference sponsored by the Booth School of Business reviews a range of historical 

evidence on the Phillips Curve and concludes that “the death of the Phillips curve may be greatly exaggerated.” The two 

regional Fed presidents that discussed the paper did not seem at all concerned about a possible re-strengthening of 

the Phillips curve relationship even amidst a low and falling unemployment rate. Instead, Presidents Daly and 

Williams stressed their concerns about persistently low levels of inflation this cycle.  

Daly is a labor economist and has investigated wage dynamics in great detail. She agreed the Phillips Curve isn’t dead 

but believes the Fed needs to carefully distinguish between complacency and appropriate policy. In particular she said 

policy should “itemize the wedges” that separate the theory from the data while remaining vigilant on both sides of the 

target. Daly first itemized the wedges between employment and wages citing downward nominal wage rigidities during 

recessions (Daly’s work on pent up wage deflation), labor force composition (her work on highly paid baby boomers 

being replaced by lower earning millennials), declining bargaining power of labor (less unionization, globalization), and 

unmeasured compensation (millennial preference for flexibility, work life balance). Daly attributes the weaker 
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relationship between wages and prices to a number of other wedges including monetary policy that reacts to mitigate 

inflation, anchored inflation expectations, reduced use of cost of living adjustments in wage contracts, and market 

concentration. Daly also discussed a bottoms-up perspective on inflation (near and dear to our hearts) concluding that 

health care has gone from a tailwind to inflation to a headwind and you won’t get much inflation without housing 

services. While the Phillips Curve isn’t dead, Daly concluded that in light of all the wedges in the relationship you need 

a “preponderance of evidence” to be concerned about upside inflation risks.  

President Williams noted that the change in inflation dynamics we have observed in recent years is “more profound” 

than can be explained by just anchored inflation expectations. Supply shocks, changes in market structure, global 

supply chains, “Amazon effects”, and exchange rate pass through are all factors that are changing price dynamics and 

can’t be identified easily in an inflation model. He noted you can see P hillips curvedynamics are alive and well when you 

look at cyclical inflation, although there is not convincing evidence of nonlinearities. Williams reiterated Daly’s 

conclusion that the Fed can’t be complacent about inflation in either direction, although in his view the more relevant 

risk is inflation that gets anchored too low despite the best efforts of monetary policy around the world. He also 

thinks that persistently low inflation in recent decades may have become embedded in expectations and is very 

happy to be undertaking a review of their inflation target in this context. In Q&A, Williams was asked about the 

potential loss of credibility if the Fed were to change its inflation target and he noted the bigger question isn’t one of 

credibility but feasibility in achieving higher inflation outcomes (we agree!). 

Vice Chair Richard Clarida’s speech “The Federal Reserve's Review of Its Monetary Policy Strategy, Tools, and 

Communication Practices” 2/22 

Vice Chair Clarida’s speech described the upcoming review of the Fed’s policy framework which will include townhalls 

at regional Federal reserve banks and a research conference in early June followed by an internal review with 

conclusions to be shared with the public in H1 2020. There is a new Fed website with background and information 

about the review. Clarida noted that the Fed’s “existing framework has served us well” and the goal is to “refine our 

strategy, tools, and communication practices” in light of the fact that the global economy has “evolved since the pre-

crisis experience that informed much of the research that provided the foundation for our current approach.” In 

particular he notes the current environment features “a fall in neutral rates “that “increases the likelihood that a 

central bank's policy rate will reach its effective lower bound (ELB) in future economic downturns” and the fact that 

the “Phillips curve appears to have flattened.” 

Clarida outlined three questions the review seeks to address. The first is squarely focused on the hot topic of possible 

changes to the inflation target: "Can the Federal Reserve best meet its statutory objectives with its existing monetary 

policy strategy, or should it consider strategies that aim to reverse past misses of the inflation objective?" He notes 

that central bankers have better tools to address high inflation than low inflation and “persistent inflation shortfalls 

carry the risk that longer-term inflation expectations…become anchored below the stated inflation goal.” The options 

under consideration are a variety of "makeup strategies under which policymakers seek to undo, in part or in whole, 

past inflation deviations from target” including targeting average inflation over a multi-year period, price level 

targeting, and price level targeting contingent on the policy rate hitting the ELB. Makeup strategies generally involve 

keeping the policy rate lower for longer and Clarida notes that a problem with these strategies is time inconsistency 

as “when the time comes to push inflation above 2 percent, conditions at that time will not warrant doing so.” 

The second question Clarida outlined is focused on tools: "Are the existing monetary policy tools adequate to achieve 

and maintain maximum employment and price stability, or should the toolkit be expanded? And, if so, how?" Clarida 

notes the evidence suggests that the balance sheet and forward guidance tools added during the crisis “helped stem the 
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crisis and support economic recovery” although “estimates of the effects of these unconventional policies range widely.” 

He notes the Fed will be looking at international experience including the Bank of Japan’s experience with yield curve 

targeting.  

The third question centers on communication: "How can the FOMC's communication of its policy framework and 

implementation be improved? In particular Clarida notes “there might be ways to improve communication about the 

coordination of policy tools or the interplay between monetary policy and financial stability.” We have long noted for 

example that the Fed hasn’t explicitly indicated for example how balance sheet policy is reflected in the dot plot, or 

how and when changes in the level of concern about financial stability affect their judgements of appropriate policy.  

Atlanta Fed President Bostic’s WSJ interview, 2/22/2019 

Bostic indicated that “as long as the economy is running fine…and we don’t have signs our moves are contracting the 

economy, I think there is still room to run” with a very slow pace of rate increases. Last year Bostic had supported 2 

hikes in 2019 but he lowered that estimate to one on the basis of heightened uncertainty among his business contacts. 

In the interview, he seemed to emphasize a desire to get to a neutral stance and a view that the current Fed funds rate 

is close to the lower end of the neutral range. Based on his comments, we could see him supporting an additional hike if 

and when some of the uncertainties fade, assuming incoming data remain solid. 

NY Fed SOMA Manager’s Simon Potter speech “Models Only Get You So Far” 

Potter delivered a humble speech about the challenges of forecasting generally and specifically the difficulty of 

predicting turning points in the economy. He noted the economics profession failed to forecast the Great Recession 

“despite the numerous signals that were available to forecasters and policymakers prior to 2008.” Dealer survey results 

from 2007 show that while recession probabilities started to trend up in 2007 H2, they remained well below 50 percent. 

Thus, we shouldn’t take much comfort from the latest dealer survey results showing a 2% median probability of the US 

currently being in recession and a 12% probability of a recession in 6 months, with a “fairly small degree of dispersion 

around these predictions.” 

 

Potter noted that “while I am incredibly sympathetic to the idea that more sophisticated modeling can improve 

judgment and decision-making—especially as I spent much of my career working on such technical issues—this 

approach has limits.” His conclusion is to “be humble, always question, listen to alternative views, and—very 

comfortingly for Bayesians like me—always express your forecast as a distribution rather than a point forecast, and 

crucially update that forecast when new information arrives. Further, constantly assess why forecasts worked and didn't 

work.” The New York Fed has created a new group called the Applied Critical Thinking (ACT) Function, led by Meg 

McConnell, which is tasked with “promoting awareness of how bias and complexity impede a central bank's ability to 

achieve its objectives, and to establishing alternative mindsets and methods to confront these challenges.”  

 

 

i The authors are President and Founder and Senior Economist at MacroPolicy Perspectives LLC, an economic research consulting firm. The information presented 

represents the views of the authors and is not intended to be, and should not be considered, investment, tax, or legal advice.  
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